
FEMM Hub Conference Code of Conduct

The FEMM Hub is committed to making their events productive and enjoyable for everyone,
regardless of gender, gender identify and expression, sexual orientation, disability, age,
physical appearance, body size, race, ethnicity, nationality, religion (or lack of) or technology
choices. All attendees, speakers, sponsors and volunteers at our conference are required to
agree with the following code of conduct. Organisers will enforce this code throughout the
event. We expect cooperation from all participants to help ensure a safe environment for
everybody. Conference attendees found viotalting these rules may be sanctioned or expelled
from this event and future ones.

● We will not tolerate harassment of participants in any form.

● Harassment and sexist, racist, or exclusionary comments or jokes are not
appropriate. Harassment includes sustained disruption of talks or other events,
inappropriate physical contact, sexual attention or innuendo, deliberate intimidation,
stalking, and photography or recording of an individual without consent. It also
includes offensive or belittling comments related to gender, sexual orientation,
disability, age, physical appearance, body size, ethnicity or religion.

● All communication should be appropriate for a professional audience including
people of many different backgrounds. Sexual language and imagery is not
appropriate.

● Be kind to others. Do not insult or put down other attendees.

Incident reporting and resolution: If a participant engages in harassing behaviour, the
event organisers may take any action they deem appropriate. All concerns should be
directed to in person or emailed to Hub Manager, Laura O’Keefe (L.OKeefe@sheffield.ac.uk)
as soon as possible.

Specific actions may include but are not limited to: asking the person to cease the
inappropriate behaviour, and warning them that any further reports will result in other
sanctions; early termination of a talk that violates the policy; not publishing the video or
slides of a talk that violates the policy; not allowing a speaker who violated the policy to give
(further) talks at the event; immediately ending any event responsibilities or privileges held;
requiring that the person immediately leave the event and not return; blocking the person on
social media platforms (for a defined time period); banning the person from future events (for
a defined time period); publishing an anonymous account of the harassment; reporting the
incident to the person’s employer.
_________________________________________________________________________
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